ORDER

Shri Omprakash Kashiram, hereinafter called the appellant, has filed the present appeal dated 22.4.2013 before the Commission against the respondent Prime Minister’s Office, New Delhi for not providing information in response to his RTI application dated 14.3.2013. The appellant was absent. The respondent were represented by Shri S.E. Rizvi, Deputy Secretary/CPIO and Shri D.K. Shukla, CAPIO.

2. The appellant through his RTI application dated 14.3.2013 sought information on the following two queries: “(1) All features films are made by computing minds or guiding minds of directors/ producers/ story writers/ songs writers through high technologies by some countries of world. The name of countries that the computing minds of the same for making films in India may please be intimated as per records of PMO; (2) All songs and other films related are written by computing minds of story writers/ songs writers who are not knowing that their minds are computing – please give the reasons and for point 1 above.” The CPIO vide letter No. RTI/1394/2013-PMR dated 20.3.2013 informed
the appellant that the information sought by him was not a matter of record in PMO.

3. However, not satisfied with the reply of the CPIO, the appellant preferred first appeal on 26.3.2013 before the FAA. The FAA No. RTI/1394/2013-PMR dated 18.4.2013 while upholding the reply of the CPIO, recorded that the contents of his application were related to influence exercised through technical means by some countries over the minds of film makers and song writers in India. Any information corresponding to such imaginary thoughts could not be a matter of record of PMO or of any other public authority.

4. In his second appeal filed before the Commission, the appellant states that the matters mentioned by the FAA are not imaginary thoughts and requests the Commission that his appeal may be considered and information may be provided from the records of PMO.

5. The Commission is of the view that the information as sought for by the appellant does not fall with the meaning of “information” as defined under Section 2(f) of the RTI Act. The instant appeal of the appellant has no merit and rejected.
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